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The Mississippi River in St. Paul has been called many things, but widely accessible is not one
of them.
Aside from motorized boats and a few key overlooks, the river winds through the capital city
as more of a backdrop than a destination for many. The lack of public-facing amenities
relative to other river cities — think of canoe launches, restaurants, boardwalks and nature
centers — hasn’t gone unnoticed by major river partners.
“We are actually trying to reorient the city toward the river, which is one of the three great
rivers of the world,” said Mary deLaittre, executive director of the Great River Passage
Conservancy, the city’s primary fundraising partner for river projects. “But there aren’t many
places to go to get a drink and get down and touch it.”
The conservancy has joined St. Paul Parks and Recreation in the process of designing a river
learning center within a 25-acre section of Crosby Farm Park, south of Shepard Road and just
east of the confluence of the Minnesota and Mississippi rivers.
Designers with W. Architecture and Landscape Architecture of New York shared three
potential concept drawings during an open house this month at Watergate Marina, a boat
landing that would be directly impacted by changes to two existing man-made bays dredged
in the 1950s.
“All of this area has been disturbed. It was reconfigured in the past,” said Anne Gardner, a
landscape architect and project manager with St. Paul Parks and Rec. With the goal of
creating increased natural habitat and native plantings, the new island “would replicate what
was there in the past.”

LINKING CROSBY FARM WITH HIDDEN FALLS
The project is expected to link the ends of Crosby Farm Regional Park and Hidden Falls
Regional Park, while increasing opportunities for non-motorized boaters.

Mary deLaittre, executive director of the Great River Passage Conservancy. (Scott Takushi / Pioneer
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“It’s as much as anything a reconfiguration of the shape of the bay so in fact one can
comfortably locate a building down there,” deLaittre said.
The three plans — dubbed the Bridge, the Path and the Destination — lay out how visitors
might access the river from the existing bluff, where buses and cars might drop visitors off,
and whether the marina would have to shrink a bit — all details that vary with each option.
By dredging a narrow channel between the two bays, an existing peninsula-like land mass
could be turned into an island. An elevator or canopy walk could link the bluff to the river’s
edge, or take visitors onto the nature center’s rooftop.
“We’re in the very beginning phase of schematic design,” Gardner said. By fall, the city
expects to unveil a general concept plan, fundraising options and a potential price tag.
Gardner emphasized that general renderings for the Bridge, the Path and the Destination
bring a variety of potential amenities to the table. The public can pick and choose which
elements they like from each plan. A public survey closes June 24 and has already drawn
more than 100 respondents.

To date, said deLaittre, six partners are already onboard. That includes the National Park
Service, which will be one of the river learning center’s major tenants, alongside the
Mississippi Park Connection river friends group, the nonprofit outdoor education
organization Wilderness Inquiry and new marina managers from Your Boat Club.
The city will own the project and the site.
Each plan includes walking trails, bike connections, picnic areas, educational landscapes and
canoe launches. The three concept designs include:

THE BRIDGE

THE BRIDGE: Just off Shepard Road, the nature center’s tower-like vertical structure built atop the
river bluff would create an overlook for the entire bay area, not unlike how the Science Museum of
Minnesota overlooks the Mississippi River from St. Paul’s downtown bluff.

Just off Shepard Road, the nature center’s tower-like vertical structure built atop the river
bluff would create an overlook for the entire bay area, not unlike how the Science Museum of
Minnesota overlooks the Mississippi River from St. Paul’s downtown river bluff. A vertical
elevator or stairway would bring visitors from the nature center down to the park.
“The Bridge is intended to have an up-high and a down-low connection — a bridge between
the upper community, the neighborhood across Shepard Road, and the area down to the
water where the marina sits,” Gardner said.

THE PATH

THE PATH: Rather than mass amenities within a single sizable nature center, The Path would situate
them in two smaller structures — one atop the river bluff and one closer to the river’s edge.

Rather than mass welcome center amenities within a single sizable nature center, the Path
would situate them in two smaller structures — one atop of the river bluff and a smaller
building closer to the river’s edge. The two centers would be connected by an elevated
walkway or “canopy walk” likely leading down to the rooftop of the river structure. A National
Park Service welcome center, bus and vehicle drop-offs and other shared services would be
located in the building atop the bluff, minimizing impacts near the water.
“The Path has multiple buildings, splitting offices, programming and storage space,” Gardner
said.
The existing peninsula would be fashioned into an island by dredging a channel between the
two bays. The marina would remain its current size.

THE DESTINATION

THE DESTINATION: A skywalk originating at the bluff would wind down through existing tree canopy
and lead visitors toward the river, ending in the general vicinity of the river center.

Imagine the tall vertical building from the Bridge tipped over onto its side and transported
down to the river’s edge. The result would be a lengthy horizontal structure directly
overlooking the water. The marina would shrink a bit, and bus and vehicle parking would be
located at the nature center. The peninsula would become an island.
“The Destination is one-story near the river’s edge outside of the floodplain, as close to the
river as a structure can be sensitively located given the floodplain restrictions,” Gardner said.
An elevated skywalk originating at the bluff would wind down through existing tree canopy
and lead visitors toward the river, ending in the general vicinity of the river center.
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